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Abstract: An innovative type of precast braced concrete shear (PBCS) wall has been tested and verified
to have comparable shear resistances relative to conventional cast-in-place reinforced concrete (RC)
shear walls. The triangular or rectangular embedded expanded polystyrene (EPS) boards in PBCS
wall panels can not only considerably reduce concrete use but also reduce the structural weight.
To understand the functions of EPS boards in more depth, this paper investigates the effects of the
thickness ratio of different shapes of EPS on the hysteretic behaviors of PBCS walls with various
shear span ratios (SSRs). The finite element (FE) models of PBCS walls based on the multi-layer shell
element are developed and verified to be sufficiently accurate in comparison with the experimental
results. The analysis results indicate that the bearing capacity, lateral stiffness and ductility of PBCS
walls show a downward trend with the increase in the thickness ratio of EPS boards. The rectangular
EPS board has a more pronounced effect on weight reduction as well as concrete use reduction
compared to the triangular EPS board under the same thickness ratio. The formulations regarding the
bearing capacity are developed and show good agreement with the numerical results. The thickness
ratio limit for PBCS walls to satisfy the ductility requirement is addressed. This investigation not
only provides insight into the cyclic behavior of PBCS walls with varied thickness ratios but also
demonstrates the potential applicability of PBCS walls in precast concrete (PC) structures for both
thermal insulation and earthquake resistance purposes.

Keywords: precast braced concrete shear wall; expanded polystyrene board; thickness ratio; shear
span ratio; hysteretic behavior

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the precast concrete (PC) technology is widely promoted for application in
reinforced concrete (RC) structures. It is more compatible with the development of a low-
carbon society and the application of sustainable construction relative to the conventional
cast-in-place method [1,2]. The utilization of the PC technology in shear walls makes
it possible for walls with complex structural layouts and with composite actions to be
fabricated beforehand in factory and further assembled on site. Moreover, previous research
works showed that lowering the use of concrete can not only reduce carbon emissions but
also degrade the structural weight [3,4]. Therefore, the effort related to the weight reduction
of PC shear walls, which simultaneously retains sufficient lateral shear resistances and
composite actions, is necessary as well as promising.

Considerable attempts have been performed to lighten the shear walls by means of
employing various lightweight aggregates or devising novel structural configurations.
Mousavi et al. [5] and Lombardi et al. [6] carried out hysteretic cyclic loading tests on
lightweight concrete shear walls using expanded glass and expanded polystyrene (EPS)
concrete (EPS mortar with low strength) as lightweight aggregates, respectively. According
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to the findings of their investigations, the overall weight of the panels was decreased by
more than 50%, while the hysteretic behavior of the wall, particularly its ductility and
energy dissipation capacity, was diminished significantly. Pakizeh et al. [7], Xu et al. [8–10]
and Ximei et al. [11] discussed the cyclic behaviors of shear wall casting with high compres-
sive strength lightweight concrete. It was concluded that the high compressive strength of
lightweight concrete was finitely beneficial to improving the cyclic behaviors of composite
wall systems. In addition to efforts in that regard, many researchers focused on the devel-
opment of novel wall designs to achieve considerable composite actions of the shear walls,
as well as the demands of light weight. Composite timber shear walls [12–16] and RC
shear walls with hollow cavities [17–19] are two representatives of lightweight shear wall
systems widely applied in engineering practice. However, due to the material’s limitations
in terms of durability and fireproofing requirements, wood shear walls are mostly used in
low-rise and mid-rise constructions.

The sandwich wall panel is another typical composite lightweight wall system, which
is commonly composed of two concrete wythes sandwiched by the extruded polystyrene
(XPS) or EPS board as the insulation layer [20]. Fernando et al. [21] investigated the cyclic
behavior of sandwich wall panels with EPS foam concrete as insulation wythe and found
that sandwich wall structures can work as load bearing walls in single-story buildings or
as infilled walls in multi-story buildings. To improve the degree of composite action of
sandwich wall panels, Yaman [22] and Barbosa et al. [23] developed lightweight sandwich
concrete wall panels featuring considerable thermal insulation property, which were proved
functionable under push-out tests and axial loading tests, respectively. Lu et al. [24] and He
et al. [25] conducted shaking table tests on PC sandwich wall panel structures (with XPS
and EPS boards embedded, respectively). Fragility analysis was performed additionally
to verify the reliability of the connections of walls in low-rise buildings. However, the
composite action depended considerably on the shear transferring mechanism between
concrete wythes of sandwich walls, which was generally partly achieved [20]. Thus, the
wall integrity as well as stiffness were decreased. Given the increasing building restrictions
and the composite actions of the above-mentioned wall systems, the precast braced concrete
shear (PBCS) wall system with different shapes of embedded EPS boards and RC bracings
was developed [26]. The hysteretic response of PBCS walls with various shear span ratios
(SSRs) and RC bracing types was experimentally studied and validated.

Previous research has revealed that the thermal insulation performance of sandwich
wall panels with embedded polystyrene boards [27] outperforms that of sandwich wall
panels with lightweight thermal insulation concrete as the aggregate [28]. Specifically, XPS
boards and EPS boards are generally used as the thermal insulation layer in practical engi-
neering [29,30]. The EPS board outperforms the XPS board in terms of weight reduction, as
its density is about 1/3 that of the XPS and 1/150 that of concrete [31]. The XPS board is
widely adopted in the foundations of buildings [31] and the cut sections of railways [32]
due to its low thermal conductivity and high compressive strength. However, the degree of
composite actions of walls with insulation layers is greatly affected by the adhesive bond
between the insulation and concrete wythes [33–35]. Naito et al. [36] found that wall panels
with EPS layers had higher adhesive forces compared with those of walls with XPS insula-
tion. The PBCS wall studied in this paper also used the EPS board as the insulation material.
Moreover, experimental data concluded that the thermal insulating performance [27] of
sandwich wall panels increased along with the rise in thickness of the insulation wythe,
while the axial bearing capacity [30] as well as lateral shear resistances [37–40] had an obvi-
ous decrease. Above all, the thickness of insulation would remarkably affect the structural
weight, thermal insulating performance and hysteretic behavior of sandwich shear walls.

It is obvious that increasing the thickness of triangular or rectangular lightweight
EPS boards in PBCS wall panels can not only considerably reduce concrete use but also
strengthen the thermal insulating performance of PBCS walls, which meets the tendency
of developing energy-saving buildings. However, the increase in lightweight EPS board
thickness is more likely to lead to weak shear resistance and poor ductility capacity of PBCS
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walls. The previous study mainly focused on investigating the influences of axial load ratio
(ALR) and reinforcement ratio (RR) on the cyclic behavior of PBCS walls [41]. In this paper,
the effects of EPS board thickness on the hysteretic behaviors of PBCS walls with various
SSRs and bracing types are quantified by numerical simulation methods. Moreover, the
formulae predicting the lateral bearing capacity of PBCS walls with different thicknesses of
EPS boards are developed. The upper limits of EPS board thickness ratio for different PBCS
walls are put forward to satisfy the requirement of displacement ductility. The effects of SSR
and bracing types are also taken into consideration. The finite element (FE) models of PBCS
walls considering different EPS board thicknesses are established and verified against the
test data regarding the initial stiffness. Afterward, FE models with different thickness ratios
of EPS boards are determined, established and tested under cyclic loading. The hysteretic
behaviors of PBCS walls are comprehensively discussed in terms of stiffness degradation,
load bearing capacity, energy dissipation capacity and ductility capacity. Additionally, the
thickness ratio limits for PBCS walls are obtained to satisfy the provisions on ductility of
shear walls. Finally, recommendations for the practical design of PBCS walls are addressed
based on the analytical results.

2. Experimental Work
2.1. PBCS Wall Description

The hysteretic behaviors of PBCS walls with different SSRs and bracing types were
experimentally investigated in the previous study performed by Li et al. [26]. The structural
layouts of PBCS walls with diagonal braces and cross braces embedded are listed in
Figure 1a,b, respectively. There were seven specimens, with SSRs varying from 1.0 to 2.0
(three diagonal PBCS walls, three cross PBCS walls and one monolithic cast in situ RC
wall as the counterpart). It should be noted that the number of triangular EPS boards in
diagonal PBCS walls remained constant at four, while that in cross PBCS walls ranged from
four to eight as the SSR increased, as shown in Figure 1. Diagonal PBCS walls consisted of
two diagonal braces, which intersected at the middle of the wall and expanded into the
top and bottom beams, respectively. One vertical brace and several horizontal braces were
embedded in the cross PBCS wall panels. The number of horizontal braces was determined
by the principle of equivalent volumetric ratio of the diagonal braces in the corresponding
PBCS walls with the same SSR.
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Figure 1. Structural configurations of PBCS walls.

The reinforcement scheme for the two types of PBCS walls is shown in Figure 2.
The concealed columns in PBCS walls contained 6C14 steel bars (with yielding strength
fy = 410 MPa and ultimate strength fu = 610 MPa), which were connected with the base
beam to transfer the tensile forces. The concealed RC bracings consisting of 4C8 steel bars
were arranged in the panels in order to achieve a more even distribution of damage. There
were two concealed beams (6C10 as longitudinal bars) set at the top and bottom of PBCS
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wall panels, respectively. The Φ6.5 steel bars (with yielding strength fy = 420 MPa and
ultimate strength fu = 580 MPa) spaced at 150 mm were adopted in the horizontal and
vertical web reinforcement. In addition, the compressive strength of concrete in this paper
was 28.2 MPa.
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Table 1 presents the specimen information, such as geometric dimensions and rein-
forcement configurations, in detail. The wall depth and length were 150 mm and 1500 mm,
respectively. The wall height varied between 1500 mm and 3000 mm with the increase in
SSR. The thickness of EPS boards was 50 mm for both triangular and rectangular boards
used in the experiment. The naming convention for each specimen (also applicable for the
FE models below) is illustrated in Table 1. The first two letters represent the bracing types
of PBCS walls (i.e., CW = PBCS walls with cross braces; DW = PBCS walls with diagonal
braces). The first number after the letter denotes the SSR of the specimen, and the last
number in the name indicates the thickness of embedded EPS boards in centimeters (cm)
for the sake of clarity. The thickness ratio of EPS boards in PBCS walls can be obtained from
the ratio of the thickness of EPS board to that of the wall panel. The adoption of thickness
ratio can extend the investigation to various wall thicknesses rather than being limited to a
fixed wall thickness.

Table 1. Specimen details.

Specimen
No.

SSR
(H/L)

Bracing
Type

Wall Di-
mension
H×L×T

Reinforcement Ratio (%) Thickness
Ratio of

EPS Board
(mm3) ρb ρh=ρv

DW1.0-5 1.0 X 1500 ×
1500 × 150

0.84
Φ8@100

0.30
Φ6.5@150

0.33

DW1.5-5 1.5 X 2250 ×
1500 × 150

DW2.0-5 2.0 X 3000 ×
1500 × 150

CW1.0-5 1.0 + 1500 ×
1500 × 150

CW1.5-5 1.5 + 2250 ×
1500 × 150

CW2.0-5 2.0 + 3000 ×
1500 × 150

Note: X = diagonal bracing; + = cross bracing. ρb = RR of concealed bracing; ρh = RR of horizontal web
reinforcement; ρv = RR of vertical web reinforcement; Φ = hot-rolled plain steel bars.
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2.2. Test Program

All specimens were fabricated at the scale of approximately 0.75 and were tested under
vertical load and lateral cyclic load (Figure 3). The ALR applying to the loading beam
herein was a constant of 0.1. The axial load was first applied to the rigid beam and remained
stable throughout the test. Then, the displacement-controlled lateral load was uniformly
increased to a drift ratio of ∆y = 0.33% in five incremental levels (loaded once for every
loading level). Afterward, the lateral load increased by 0.33% of the drift ratio (loaded twice
for every loading level), and the test was finally terminated when the lateral resistances of
the specimen decreased by 15% or wall failure occurred. During the experimental process,
the lateral displacement at the top of the wall and the shear resistances at the base beam of
the wall were recorded.
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3. Numerical Simulation Methods and Validation

As mentioned above, it is meaningful to quantify the influence of thickness ratio on
the hysteretic response of PBCS walls. However, because of the high cost, as well as the
limited number of specimens, the effect of thickness ratio is not fully discussed. This section
presents the FE models of PBCS walls based on the multi-layer shell element [42], and then,
the numerical results are verified with experimental data. On this basis, the FE models of
PBCS walls with consideration of parameters, such as the bracing type, SSR and especially
the thickness ratio of EPS board, are established, and their hysteretic behaviors are obtained
through quasi-static loading.

3.1. Description and Establishment of FE Model of PBCS Walls

The multi-layer shell element discretizes the FE model of the wall panel into several
layers with specified thicknesses and different material properties [42]. This approach is
adopted for modeling PBCS walls, since it can take into account the thickness and shape
of the EPS board. The FE models herein consist of the modeling of longitudinal reinforce-
ments and multi-layer shell elements, both of which work together and share common
nodes. The multi-layer shell elements are composed of numerous layers of cover and core
concrete, as well as stirrup layers (Figure 4). The truss element is utilized to simulate the
behaviors of longitudinal reinforcements. In particular, the stirrup layer of diagonal braces
is established with the angle between the diagonal brace and the concealed boundary
column. The horizontal and vertical web reinforcement layers are set at 0◦ and 90◦, respec-
tively. Additionally, the material properties are valued according to experimental results.
Since the density of the EPS board (16 kg/m3) is much lower than that of the concrete
(2500 kg/m3), it is suitable to simulate the EPS board as a hollow core. It should be noted
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that the constitutive models for concrete and steel adopted in this paper are PlaneStressUser-
Material [42] and Reinforcing Steel Material [43], respectively. All numerical simulation
analyses were conducted on the OpenSEES platform (V2.5.0) [44].
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The thickness ratio of PBCS walls herein refers to the ratio of EPS thickness to wall
panel thickness. As mentioned before, the thickness of the EPS board embedded in the shear
walls would dramatically affect the structural weight and concrete use. On the premise
of code compliance of the cover concrete, the thickness of the EPS board inside ranges
from 10 mm to 100 mm, with an even interval of 10 mm, which corresponds to thickness
ratios varying between 0.067 and 0.667. The concrete layer thickness in the multi-layer shell
element of PBCS walls corresponding to the embedding EPS areas is changed to achieve
the different thickness ratios. Overall, 60 FE models featuring various thickness ratios are
established, coupling the parameters of SSRs and bracing types. The hysteresis responses
of the models are quantitatively analyzed and discussed.

3.2. Validation of Numerical Models of PBCS Walls

Previous research has shown that the hysteresis behaviors, including energy dissipa-
tion capacity and lateral deformation capacity, of PBCS walls can be properly predicted by
the multi-layer shell elements. Stiffness degradation, as an important factor of the hysteretic
performance of shear walls, is taken herein to validate the accuracy of numerical models.
Secant stiffness can be obtained by Equation (1).

Ki =
|+Fi|+ |−Fi|
|+∆i|+ |−∆i|

(1)

where Ki, Fi, ∆i denote the secant stiffness, lateral shear resistances and lateral top displace-
ment of the ith cycle in both reverse loading directions.

Figure 5 presents the comparisons between numerical and experimental results on the
stiffness degradation of PBCS walls. It is found that the FE model can depict the stiffness
degradation of PBCS walls accurately. Nevertheless, the initial stiffness of the numerical
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model is generally greater than the experimental results. Kolozvari et al. [45] reviewed the
FE modeling approaches for RC shear walls and found that all of the models overestimated
the initial stiffness by even three times that of the experimental results. This was attributed
to the presence of initial defects in the test specimens and micro-cracking in the concrete,
which could not be properly simulated in FE modeling. However, stiffness degradation
was less affected during the loading stage. As shown in Figure 5, the stiffness degradation
curves matched well with experimental results after reaching a drift ratio of 0.67%.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Concrete Use Reduction

By increasing the thickness ratio of the EPS board, the structural weight of the PBCS
wall can be efficiently reduced; the concrete use of the structure is also decreased. Figure 6
illustrates the impact of thickness ratio on weight reduction in PBCS walls. It is evident
that the volume of the embedded EPS board increases significantly with the increase in
SSR and thickness ratio, resulting in lower use of concrete. Furthermore, the volumetric
ratio of the EPS board to the entire wall is calculated to obtain the normalized curves of
weight reduction (Figure 6b). A near 20% reduction in concrete use is observed for the cross
PBCS walls, which is 11.67% higher than the maximum value of the diagonal PBCS walls.
Compared to conventional shear walls, PBCS walls have certain insulation functions with
additional filling of the walls with EPS panels. Meanwhile, the amount of concrete used in
PBCS walls can be remarkably reduced, which is beneficial for energy conservation and
emission reduction. The integrity of PBCS walls outperforms that of sandwich PC walls by
embedding EPS boards between the bracings.

4.2. Skeleton Curves

Skeleton curves can be acquired by connecting the peak points of each loading level
in the hysteretic curves. A total of 60 skeleton curves are shown in Figure 7, according to
different SSRs and bracing types. Each sub-image illustrates the skeleton curves of a PBCS
wall with a specific SSR and bracing type, under varying thickness ratios. Additionally,
Figure 7a–f scale the skeleton curve at a drift ratio of 0.67% to provide a more detailed view
of the impact of thickness ratio on the wall’s lateral shear resistances.
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It is found that all numerical models can satisfy the Chinese code GB 50011-2010 [46]
when their lateral drift ratios reach 1/1000 as well as 1/120 (i.e., 0.83%), which represent
the maximum inter-story drift angle for RC shear wall structures subjected to frequent and
infrequent earthquakes, respectively. It is evident in Figure 7 that the shear capacity and
lateral stiffness of PBCS walls decrease at all loading stages as the thickness ratio of the EPS
board increases. This is because the use of concrete, which is the primary factor for bearing
and transmitting compressive stress in the wall, is directly weakened. On the contrary, an
increase in the thickness ratio leads to a slight enhancement in the ultimate displacement of
the PBCS wall (Figure 7e).

Moreover, by comparing the skeleton curves of PBCS walls with different SSRs, it
is concluded that the lateral elastic stiffness of PBCS walls with low SSRs experienced
a more significant variation than that of walls with a high SSR (Figure 7a,b). This is in
part because shear walls with low SSRs are more prone to shear failure characterized
by concrete crushing. Additionally, the increase in the thickness ratio of the EPS board
further weakens the bearing capacity provided by concrete. In addition, it is suggested in
Figure 7a,e that the thickness ratio of the cross PBCS wall with a low SSR (SSR = 1.0) has
a more noticeable impact on its hysteresis response relative to the other cases. However,
the hysteresis response of the diagonal PBCS wall is more sensitive to the escalation in
thickness ratio at a high SSR (SSR = 2.0).

The findings of the hysteresis analyses indicate that the composite actions for cross
PBCS shear walls with a high SSR of 2.0 or diagonal PBCS walls with a low SSR of 1.0 can
remain stable by increasing the thickness ratio of the EPS board. Specifically, this approach
not only reduces the consumption of concrete and the overall weight of the structure, but it
also ensures that the cyclic response of the PBCS wall will not be significantly affected by
the increased thickness ratio.

4.3. Lateral Bearing Capacity

Figure 8 exhibits the lateral bearing capacity of PBCS walls with different SSRs, bracing
types and thickness ratios of the EPS board. As shown in the figure, there is a gradual
decrease in peak forces as the thickness ratio increases for both diagonal and cross layouts
of PBCS walls. This is due to the reduction in concrete use. Nevertheless, a maximum
decline of only 4.8% and 7.9% in lateral shear resistances is observed for the diagonal and
cross PBCS walls, respectively, with a low SSR of 1.0. Additionally, it can be concluded
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from Figure 8 that the SSR outweighs the bracing type and thickness ratio in affecting the
shear bearing capacity of PBCS walls.
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The effect of the thickness ratio on the bearing capacity of PBCS walls demonstrates
an approximately linear trend. Thus, fitting surfaces are performed to predict the peak
shear resistances of PBCS walls regarding the SSR and thickness ratio. The results are listed
as follows:

PD = 992 − 311.96RS − 41.05RT (2)

PC = 980 − 319.94RS − 53.54RT (3)

where PD and PC are the bearing capacities of the diagonal and cross PBCS walls (expressed
in kN), respectively; RS denotes the SSR; and RT represents the thickness ratio of the EPS
board (in percent). The R-squares of the fitting results are 0.977 and 0.969, respectively.
The fitting equations here are shown to be applicable for accurately predicting the bearing
capacity of PBCS walls. Due to the limited sample size, this formulation is only applicable
when other parameters of PBCS walls are kept constant with the experimental setups.

4.4. Stiffness Degradation

To facilitate comparison, the stiffness–drift ratio curves of each loading level were
derived by dividing the lateral displacement by the corresponding height of the wall, as
shown in Figure 9. For simplicity, the lines presented in Figure 9 vary from light colors to
dark colors, which correspond to the thickness ratio of the EPS board from 0.067 to 0.667. It
can be observed that before the drift ratio reaches 0.67%, the stiffness in all cases decreases
rapidly. During this stage, the maximum stiffness degradation occurs at SSR = 1.0, with
stiffness of the cross PBCS wall and diagonal PBCS wall decreasing by 54.9% and 49.5%,
respectively (compared to initial stiffness). The deterioration in stiffness during this stage
is mainly attributed to the large number of concrete cracks generated in the early stage of
loading. Subsequently, the lateral stiffness of the wall gradually decreases, with stiffness
of the cross PBCS wall and diagonal PBCS wall descending, respectively, by 31.1% and
34.6% (compared to initial stiffness), from a drift ratio of 0.67%–2.0%. Stiffness degradation
during this stage is mainly due to the further cracking of concrete and the ability of steel
bars to provide resistance even after entering the plastic stage.
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Furthermore, Figure 9 illustrates that the secant stiffness of the wall witnesses an
evident drop with the increase in the EPS board thickness ratio when the horizontal
displacement arrives at the same level, before the wall reaches its peak bearing capacity.
However, after the drift ratio exceeds 1.33%, the impact of the EPS board thickness ratio on
stiffness becomes negligible. This is due to the fact that the wall panel is full of concrete
cracking, and stress redistribution occurs when the peak force stage shows up, rendering
the EPS board ineffective as a hollow core. Additionally, the stiffness of PBCS walls with
larger SSRs is slightly affected by the EPS board thickness ratio during the entire loading
process. This can be attributed to the bending failure mode, which usually occurs in walls
with higher SSRs, characterized by concrete crushing at the wall bottom and yielding
longitudinal bars in the boundary columns. The damage to the upper and middle areas of
the wall, where the EPS board is embedded, is small in extent, resulting in minor impact of
the EPS board on stiffness.

To comprehensively investigate the influences of embedded EPS boards on the stiffness
degradation of PBCS walls, the stiffness degradation curves of cases with similar amounts
of EPS embedded are shown in Figure 10. When the thickness ratios of cross and diagonal
PBCS walls are 0.467 and 0.533, respectively, the EPS volumes of the two types of PBCS
walls are similar (with the same SSR). This means that in order to embed the same volume
of the EPS board, the diagonal PBCS wall requires a thicker EPS board than the cross PBCS
wall. Figure 10 shows that when the filling volumes are the same, the stiffness degradation
process of the two types of walls is basically the same. The diagonal PBCS wall exhibits
slightly greater stiffness than the cross PBCS wall during the loading process. This can be
attributed to the fact that the diagonal bracing layout has higher stiffness compared to the
cross bracing layout.

4.5. Displacement Ductility

Ductility of a shear wall is a crucial factor, which reflects its deformation capacity. It is
typically represented by the ratio of ultimate displacement (∆0.85p) to yielding displacement
(∆y) of the wall. The yielding displacement of the wall is determined using the method
proposed by Park et al. [47], while the ultimate displacement is obtained when the peak
strength of the wall decreases by 15%, as illustrated in Figure 11. In this approach, α is the
load coefficient, which is taken as 0.75.
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Figure 12 illustrates the yielding displacement of PBCS walls with different bracing
types. It is evident that the yielding displacement in all cases generally shows an upward
trend when the EPS board thickness ratio rises. Shear walls typically reach yielding
resistances (Fy) when the longitudinal reinforcing bar yield is reached. This depends
considerably on the sectional area of longitudinal bars in the boundary columns, which
is a constant in this study, and thus results in a stable Fy. Meanwhile, the stiffness of the
wall tails off with the thickness ratio increases. In view of this, the corresponding yielding
displacement of PBCS walls is increased to achieve the yielding resistances identified.
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The ductility capacities of PBCS walls with different bracing types are presented in
Figure 13. It can be seen that the ductility of the PBCS wall descends evidently with an
increase in the thickness ratio. This can be explained by a previous study [41], which
demonstrated that PBCS walls with high ALR are susceptible to low ductility capacities.
Specifically, the increase in the thickness of the EPS board leads to a reduction in the net
cross-sectional area of the wall. As a consequence, the ALR is improved in spite of the axial
loads remaining constant. In addition, a horizontal line µ = 3.0 is presented in the figure to
represent the code requirement that the ductility of the shear wall should not be lower than
3.0 [46]. It can be observed that the ductility of all diagonal PBCS walls can nearly meet
the code requirements as the EPS board thickness ratio changes. In particular, the diagonal
PBCS wall with SSR = 1.0 should be designed with a thickness ratio below 0.6 to satisfy the
requirements of displacement ductility greater than 3.0. In addition, the ductility of the
cross PBCS wall generally falls below the code requirements when the SSR is 1.0, indicating
that the design schemes for cross PBCS walls with SSR = 1.0 or lower should be avoided.
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4.6. Energy Dissipation

The accumulated energy dissipation refers to the energy dissipated from the beginning
to the ith cycle of the loading scheme. Figure 14 demonstrates the accumulated energy
dissipation curves for PBCS walls with different thickness ratios during the loading process.
As the lateral drift ratio increases, the cumulative energy dissipation in each case exhibits a
substantial increase. It is apparent that the thickness ratio of the EPS board does not affect
the accumulated energy dissipation of the specimen until the eighth cycle, i.e., before the
drift ratio reaches 0.83%. At this stage, the energy dissipation of the wall mainly occurs
with the cracking of concrete on both sides of the boundary columns and deformation of
the steel bars. The panel zone with the EPS board embedded remains nearly undamaged.
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As the loading process progresses, the impact of the thickness ratio of EPS boards on
the energy dissipation of PBCS walls becomes increasingly apparent. Concrete cracking
extends toward the area filled with EPS boards and widens as the lateral drift increases.
The greater the thickness ratio of the EPS board, the lower the resistance provided by the
concrete in this area, resulting in a reduced energy dissipation capacity.

In addition, the energy dissipation of cross PBCS walls with SSRs of 1.0 and 1.5 is more
sensitive to the variation in thickness ratio relative to diagonal PBCS walls (Figure 14a–d).
The cross PBCS wall with SSR = 1.0 saw a fall of 20.7% (from 71.8 kJ to 57 kJ) in accumulated
dissipated energy, while a decrease of only 7.8% (from 86.3 kJ to 79.5 kJ) was observed
in the diagonal PBCS wall. PBCS walls with low SSRs are especially vulnerable to shear
failure characterized by diagonal cracks, whereas the diagonal braces in PBCS walls can
effectively slow down the development of these diagonal cracks. Therefore, diagonal PBCS
walls with low SSRs behave better in terms of energy dissipation.

However, as the thickness ratio rises, diagonal PBCS walls with SSRs = 2.0 experience
a more significant decline in energy dissipation compared to cross PBCS walls. Generally,
walls with SSRs = 2.0 are more susceptible to a bending failure, with horizontal cracks
appearing in the lower part of the wall, where cross braces can play a more effective role
than diagonal ones. Therefore, for PBCS walls with SSRs of 1.0 and 1.5, diagonal braces with
high thickness ratio could be adopted to achieve comparable energy dissipation capacity.
For PBCS walls with SSRs = 2.0, it is more advisable to employ cross PBCS walls with a
higher thickness ratio than diagonal ones.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper, the effects of the thickness ratio of the EPS board on the cyclic behaviors
of PBCS walls with different SSRs and bracing types were comprehensively investigated.
Numerical models were developed and verified against experimental data in terms of stiff-
ness degradation capacity. A total of 60 numerical cases were established with parameters
such as the thickness ratio, SSR and bracing types. The hysteretic behaviors of PBCS walls
were discussed with respect to skeleton curves, lateral bearing capacity, stiffness degrada-
tion, displacement ductility and energy dissipation. Based on the ductility requirements,
the thickness ratio limits of EPS boards in PBCS walls with different bracing types were
addressed. The main conclusions and recommendations can be summarized as follows:

1. The stiffness degradation capacity of PBCS walls can be precisely captured by numeri-
cal models based on the multi-layer shell element. Moreover, increasing the thickness
ratio of EPS boards in PBCS walls can significantly reduce the amount of concrete
used. Cross PBCS walls witnessed a roughly 20% reduction in concrete use when
the thickness ratio rose from 0.067 to 0.667, which was 11.67% higher than what the
diagonal PBCS walls achieved.

2. Based on the findings, the recommendations for determining the thickness of EPS
panels are put forward for practical design of PBCS walls. When the thickness
ratio of the EPS board increased, the lateral bearing capacity, secant stiffness and
displacement ductility of the PBCS wall experienced a consistent decline, while the
yielding displacement had a gradual upward trend. Specifically, the lateral bearing
capacity of diagonal and cross PBCS walls experienced declines of 4.8% and 7.9%,
respectively. In addition, the equations developed for predicting the bearing capacity
of PBCS walls were demonstrated to be sufficiently accurate. Furthermore, to ensure
the ductility is greater than 3.0, the diagonal PBCS wall with SSR = 1.0 should be
designed with a thickness ratio below 0.6, and a cross PBCS wall with SSR = 1.0 should
be avoided.

3. The accumulated dissipated energy of cross PBCS walls (SSR = 1.0) and diagonal
PBCS walls (SSR = 1.0) saw decreases of 20.7% and 7.8% with the EPS board thickness
ascending, respectively. A diagonal PBCS wall with high thickness ratio of the EPS
board could be adopted to achieve comparable energy dissipation capacity when the
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SSR is below 1.5. For the SSR of 2.0, cross PBCS walls are more suitable than diagonal
ones, as they dissipate more energy.

4. Owing to the limited scope of SSR involved in this study, the relevant suggestions
obtained herein are applicable to PBCS walls with frequently configured SSR, ranging
from 1.0 to 2.0. Like other RC shear wall modeling approaches, an overestimation
of initial stiffness was also observed in the FE models of PBCS walls based on the
multi-layer shell element. This is a promising study for optimizing the deficiency. A
quantitative analysis of the influence of the EPS board thickness ratio on the thermal
insulation performance of PBCS walls would be a valuable development in future
studies. Additionally, in order to achieve better weight reduction effects for PBCS
walls as well as further reduce concrete use, the adoption of new lightweight and high
strength concrete materials and embedded thermal insulation layer in PBCS walls is
also necessary.
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